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Ekobot AB (Publ) receives project support of 
approximately SEK 5.7 million from the Swedish 
Board of Agriculture

Ekobot AB (Publ) has received a positive decision on project support from the Swedish Board 
of Agriculture. The decision concerns large-scale prototype tests for the collection and 
evaluation of field data as a basis for the development of advanced decision support services 
for farmers.

The purpose of the project is to set up a test environment where Ekobot will carry out large-scale 
tests of its robot system. The intention is to coordinate two prototypes of the automated robot 
platform for an entire season and to develop a sustainable charging infrastructure based on solar 
power. The goal of the project is for the prototype to be tested and ready for industrialization and 
commercialization.

The project consists of project management, ongoing field tests, development of IDDS (Intelligent 
Design Support System) and prototype development.

Partners
The project will be carried out in collaboration with Hushållningssällskapet, Almhaga i Sverige AB 
and with Wageningen Plant Research.

Tomas Täuber CTO Ekobot, comments on the decision from the Swedish Board of Agriculture
- We are very proud of the continued trust from the Swedish Board of Agriculture. With the help of the 
support, we can take an important step towards the next generation of our robot system. The project 
also enables the collection and analysis of field data. In short, we are taking a big step into the future 
where our robots facilitate and streamline the farmer's daily work and at the same time we provide it 
with advanced computerized decision support. This will be a prerequisite for a profitable and 
sustainable agriculture in the future.

Contacts

Erik Jonuks
CEO/ VD Ekobot AB - The evolution of agriculture
erik.jonuks@ekobot.se
+46 703 850 890
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About Ekobot

Ekobot AB (publ), based in Västerås, conducts business based on the business concept of 
developing, manufacturing and selling autonomous agricultural robots that enable efficient 
precision cultivation where weed management takes place completely without or with minimal 
use of herbicides. The company's vision is to provide the agricultural sector with a long-term 
sustainable alternative for reducing or completely eliminating chemical spraying in crops of crops 
for human consumption. The company is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market.

For more information, see Ekobot's website www.ekobot.se

Augment Partners AB, tel. +46 8 604 22 55, e-mail:  is the Company's Certified info@augment.se
Adviser.

This information is information that Ekobot is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse 
Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact persons 
set out above, at 2022-04-07 14:31 CEST.
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